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Warren C. Fry

Yesterday at 7:18pm · Roanoke, VA ·

Tom Russotti will be in town from now until sometime mid next week. Tom and I were in grad
school together and I'm honored to say that I was there when the idea of asthletics, or sport
combined with art, was first gestating in his magnificent brain. We will be groping around town
for a ideas for aesthletics event (yet to be named) happening may 5th. Give me a ring if you
want in on the pre-game action. Im going to take him to NY delicatessen. HA!

Like · Comment · Share

Wilheim Katastrof, Megan Blafas-Chriss and 6 others like this.
Wilheim Katastrof He will return in a month for May 5th?



22 hrs · Like · 1
Jim Leftwich i propose we do something Wed or Thurs evening... involving a basketball... at the
Wasena Park courts...
22 hrs · Like · 3
Warren C. Fry Yes! Jim, I am taking my photography class and Tom to Wasena Park today to
scout it as a location for the Mayan ball game. The rules are very similar to basketball. We'll be
there from 2:50 - 4:30 if anyone wants to hang out!
10 hrs · Unlike · 2
Jim Leftwich i'll try to drop by before work
8 hrs · Like
Warren C. Fry Sweet!
8 hrs · Like
Warren C. Fry How was your first taste of the modernized Mayan ball game of life and death Jim
Leftwich?
31 mins · Like
Jim Leftwich when do we play?
30 mins · Like
Warren C. Fry May 5th will be the official game day, we are still scouting locations. But I think we
will have a number of practice games in the coming weeks.
29 mins · Like
Jim Leftwich i'm game, schedules permitting
28 mins · Like

04.01.2015

Noy-the-MAF Meeting

Inbox
x

Olchar Lindsann <olindsann@gmail.com>

Jan 15
to me, Brian, Warren, Tomislav, matt, Matt, Ralph, Ralph, Stephanie, Simon
The idea of a no-stress, low-profile DIY summer festival has been going around, and some of
the regular out-of-town MAF regulars have alreafy expressed interest in participating in



something like that. We're getting together at Jim's place at 8pm next Friday the 23rd for an
informal meeting to toss around ideas and try to set a date that we give out of towners. If you
can't make it (I know Simon & Stephanie are busy on Fridays) but have input just send it along--

cheers!

--
http://monoclelash.wordpress.com/
http://emanationsoftheyellowsign.tumblr.com/
http://bouzingo.blogspot.com/
http://olindsann.blogspot.com/

"I do not abandon the hope that nothing is finished yet, I am here, and so are several friends
who have a love of life, a life we do not know and which interests us for that very reason."
-Francis Picabia, Thank You, Francis!, c.1922.

"This is again a hieroglyph of 'Love is the law, love under will'. Every form of energy must be
directed, must be applied with integrity, to the full satisfaction of its destiny."

--Aleister Crowley, The Book of Thoth, 1944.

"You talk like a Rosicrucian, who will love nothing but a sylph, who does not believe in the
existence of a sylph, and yet who quarrels with the whole universe for not containing a sylph.”

-Thomas Love Peacock, Nightmare Abbey, 1818.

'And, drunk with my folly, I screamed at him furiously: 'Make life beautiful! Make life beautiful!'

-Charles Baudelaire, 'Paris Spleen', 1869.
Tomislav ButkovicJan 15
See you there. 2015-01-15 13:05 UTC−05:00, Olchar Lindsann <olindsann@gmail.c...
Matt AmesJan 15
I'm in.
Ralph EatonJan 16
There is an opening at Roanoke College, 5:30-8:00, I'll come after that. Ralph
Olchar LindsannJan 16
Awesome, see you all there!



Jim LeftwichJan 16
we're off to a good start. see you all here!
Warren FryJan 16
I'll be there

Olchar Lindsann <olindsann@gmail.com>

Feb 19
to Warren, me, Ralph, Brian, Tomislav, matt, Matt
Out-of-Town stuff update:

Definite Confirmations (but without firm arrival/departure dates yet):
John M. Bennett
Cathy M. Bennett
Michael Peters
Tsubasa Berg
Krista Faist

Semi-Confirmed
Reid Wood
Sara Adrian

Optimistic
Rebecca Weeks
Ian Whitford
Tim Campbell

Maybe / Uncertain but Trying
Jack Wright
Crank Sturgeon
Evan Damerow
Ben Bennett
Alan Reed
Claire Elizabeth Barratt

Contributing From Afar (with publications or proxy performers)
David Beris Edwards/Edwin Birch: A 'Static Puppet Play' for us to perform here.
Tom Cassidy/Musicmaster: Broadsheet etc. to Distribute
Peter Ganick: Broadsheet etc. to Distribute

Definitely Can't Make It
Geof Huth
Angee Lennard



Only a few people have thrown specific plans/ideas my way.  The Bennetts are the usual set-up:
Solo & joint readings, Luna Bisote publications if my zine fest idea comes together, a Rotty
What set if Jack Wright and/or Ben Bennett make it, and maybe other collabs once we  know
who will be there.
Sara Adrian is thinking about some large alchemical drawings on canvas.
Krista Faist will have some small sculptures.

John Bennett also added that for whatever it's worth he liked the idea of MAF remaining
involved in the new name. Ralph also mentioned to me the idea of the MAF Family Reunion,
which I like. And from Jim recently-ish:

i was thinking earlier of a name and came up with this:

New Or Not

which could be:

The New Or Not

or

The New Or Not Festival

or

Roanoke New Or Not

or

The Roanoke New Or Not Festival

in any case it would be The NON
or
The NON Festival
The Roanoke NON Festival
etc etc
Jim LeftwichMar 16
---------- Forwarded message ---------- From: Olchar Lindsann <olindsann@gmai...

Olchar Lindsann

Mar 29 (3 days ago)



to Warren, me, Ralph, Brian, Tomislav, matt, Matt
Hey all,
Here's a three-part update on where I'm at with my end of the planning. I think it might be a
good time to start letting folks in town know what we're planning, at least if we'd like them to be
part of it as performers/exhibitors/co-organisers (for instance, Bill Beamer only found out about it
through out-of-towners, since we haven't systematically spread the word locally yet). Out of
town people would also really like an update, and I'd like to be sure that I know I'm on the same
page as all of you.

To that end,1.) I'm asking the big question, what is the name of our festival?  2.) Listing the
events that I am personally aware of that will be happening, and  3.) Giving an update on how
the visiting artist plans are looking so far. We seem to be collecting people like iron shavings to
a magnet.

I'm open to getting together to touch base in person sometime soon if you all want, or we may
be able to do it via email, whatever works best for you all.

To-whit:

What Is This Called?
I'd move that we pull the trigger on this one ASAP. It's hard for people to talk about, it keeps us
from doing even our informal promotion as effectively, and makes it seem as if the thing isn't
really being planned. Here's a short list of potential names or parts of names that I
remember/have record of; somebody might have notes for more or some other ideas. As to my
my personal input/quasi-votes of what's here so far, I like the 'Family Reunion' framing better
than 'Festival' (though I don't have a problem with festival). John Bennett mentioned that he
likes the word 'Marginal' by way of linking it to the first incarnation, for what it's worth.

July Roanoke Thing
Stupid Festival
Anti-Family Reunion
Anti-Brain Rot Fest
Anti-Brain Rot Fest Reunion
Marginal Family Reunion
The Roanoke NON Festival
( Jim suggested a number of possible acronyms to produce this: New Or Not, The New Or Not
Festival, Roanoke New Or Not, The Roanoke New Or Not Festival)

Or we could go all-out and cal it The Stupid Marginal NON-Family July Roanoke Anti-Brain Rot
Reunion Festival Fest. Rolls off the tongue like a twenty-second blast beat.

Plans So Far



As far as I know--let me know what I'm forgetting/don't know about yet. I'm listing performances
by organiser/performer and other kinds of stuff however it seems it should be grouped right now
since we don't have a day-by-day schedule begun yet. This only includes people/events who
are definitely confirmed:

John M. Bennett: 1.) Solo reading, 2.) Rotty What performance if Jack Wright makes it, 3.)
maybe a Be Blank Consort performance and/or other collaborative piece/s.

Cathy Bennett: Solo Performances/Fluxus scores

Reid Wood: 1.) Solo and 2.) collaborative performances, 3.) skype interaction/s. (I'm assuming
there's no internet connection at the studio, in which case this would need to take place in a
home or Liminal.)

Brian Counihan & Olchar Lindsann: Punch and Judy Show

Tomislav Butkovic & Aaron Benson: Blacksmithing Demonstration

Olchar Lindsann: 1.) Solo & Group readings;  2.) I may also want to do some larger 1-2 hour
thing if there's times, but I'm not sure yet, I have a few ideas floating around. 3.) A talk/share
and tell about some of my archive material & a low-key collective activity/performance at my
house.

Rebecca Weeks & Ian Whitford: Not sure yet, but presumably an extended performance of
some kind. Maybe more.

Warren Fry: Some performance/s of some kind.

Matt / Philosophy Inc: Did I hear something about a tour, Matt...?

Ex-CHS Avant Poetry Club (Jonah, Swade & Ambre): Not sure yet, but some kind of set of
nonsense.

Music Night (Organized by Tom): At the moment No Idea (John Bennett, Bill Beamer & friends),
maybe Rotty What (John Bennett, Ben Bennett Jack Wright if they maks it), I'm guessing/hoping
Cat Mob(?)

Visual Art: Mail Art exhibition (organised by Tom @ his home) Sara Adrian, Alchemical
Drawings; Krista Faist, wax sculptures

Zine / Micropress Tables (organised by Olchar & probably Jay): Luna Bisonte Prods,
mOnocle-Lash Anti-Press, I presume/hope TLPress and Philosophy Inc, CHS Zine Club,



probably some out-of-town stuff distro-ed by Jay & I, stuff by individuals (Reid Wood, I plan to
ask Charlotte, etc.), & a display of old Roanoke zines.

I'm sure there's more, but this is what I know of right now; I'd like to get an updated out to
visitors in the next couple days if I can.

Out of Town Guests

Confirmed: All Three Days
John M. Bennett
Cathy M. Bennett
Reid Wood
Rebecca Weeks (+time after festival)
Ian Whitford (+time after festival)
Swade Best
Jonah Woodstock (These two are technically out-of-towners now I suppose, being at college)

Confirmationed (but without firm arrival/departure dates yet):
Michael Peters
Tsubasa Berg
Krista Faist

Semi-Confirmed/Probably
Sara Adrian
Poppy Jackson (UK/Dartington performer)
bela b. Grimm
Eames Armstrong (friend of Brad & Megan, she's hosting Rebecca & Ian in D.C.)

Optimistic
Tim Campbell
Evan Damerow

Warren Fry

Mar 29 (3 days ago)
to Olchar, me, Ralph, Brian, Tomislav, matt, Matt
Of the ones you mentioned I like "Stupid Festival"

I also remember "That Festival" and "What Festival" as other possibilities.



How about: Marginal Anti-Chautauqua Family Retreat

Ralph Eaton

Mar 29 (3 days ago)
to Olchar, me, Warren, Brian, Tomislav, Matt, Matt
Oh gosh … there's too many options. I like What Festival & Stupid Festival, but I think MAF
Family Reunion is good because it's short, simple, & clear that it's connected to MAF. MAF
Summer Camp is another option to make the list longer.

Perhaps we could meet up at the studio when we decide to do a face to face.

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

Mar 29 (3 days ago)
to Ralph, Olchar, Warren, Brian, Tomislav, Matt, Matt
my gut reaction to the proposal of Stupid Festival was a sighed ...Living Fuck.
forget everything i said about permutations of the NON.
let's call it

LIVING FUCK

Brian Counihan

Mar 30 (2 days ago)
to me, Ralph, Olchar, Warren, Tomislav, Matt, Matt
I am good with whatever
Jim's Living Fuck is great or a softer gentler:
Hot Damb Festival
Might suit July in Roanoke

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

Mar 30 (2 days ago)
to Brian, Ralph, Olchar, Warren, Tomislav, Matt, Matt
i realized last night when thinking about the idea of a festival called Stupid Festival that a whole
lot has changed since 2007, and my proposal of the New or Not was an attempt to ignore those
changes in favor of a (constructed) sense of continuity. when Brian came up with the idea of The
Marginal Arts Festival it was considered visionary, or at least that was a word i heard a lot in
relation to it. looking back, it seems accurate enough to me. now, in 2015, after banksters and
bailouts, after the Obama of Great Hope and the Obama of Great Disappointment, after
Wikileaks and Edward Snowden, after the Arab Spring and Occupy Wall Street, after record
profits for the 1 percent and austerity for everyone else, after disastrous wars in Afghanistan



and Iraq, and not actually after either of those, on and on, after the very idea of drone warfare
has become no longer shocking, after an endless string of mass murders in schools and
theaters and on army bases, after Trayvon Martin and Ferguson -- after all of everything these
past 8 years, a shelf full of history books of it, we can come to the realization that maybe
something like the zeitgeist has shifted, and it is difficult if not impossible to even desire to
propose anything that might be sincerely thought of as visionary. this should not surprise us.
think of what happened between 1957 and 1965 (Bay of Pigs, Missile Crisis, Kennedy
assassination, Gulf of Tonkin, etc & etc), and think of how differently those years are
remembered. or, closer to home, think of what happened between 1997 and 2005 (Supreme
Court selection of Bush in 2000, 9/11, invasions of Afghanistan and Iraq, re-election of Bush,
etc), and how different our feelings are about our recollections of those years.  so, my point is
this: i am, as usual, out of step with the times. this has been a good part of how i have lived my
life at least for the last 40+ years, so it doesn't really bother me much any more and i'm no
longer making any serious attempt to change it. something like Stupid Festival is probably much
closer to the spirit of these times than anything i will manage to propose. i'm not going to
advocate it, and i hope i never find myself capable of liking it, but i can accept it, and i will carry
on in an attempt to understand why it is that i am willing to make an effort to accept it.
i think Stupid Festival is just another way of saying Genius Festival.  it's a kind of
post-postmodern construct. let's say Genius Festival might have been a modernist construct,
something Allen Ginsberg could have come up with (to mention but one of the usual suspects (i
am reading  the Barry Miles biography of him and my mind is at least temporarily contaminated
by the many examples of his lifelong visionary excess)). then we might have had a few decades
of "Genius" Festival, put together by folks who were too smart to call themselves geniuses in
public. and now, we can have Stupid Festival, which no one can call stupid because the
organizers have already done that, having learned from recent history the virtues of waging
preemptive wars, even on the battlegrounds of the culture war.

o, that stupid festival...
yeah, the stupid festival, christ...

don't even bother installing the surveillance cameras, there's nothing happening there...

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hMYVvjoXf4o
Attachments area
Preview YouTube video Miles Davis - Call It Anything (Miles Electric)
Miles Davis - Call It Anything (Miles Electric)

Warren Fry

Mar 30 (2 days ago)
to me, Brian, Ralph, Olchar, Tomislav, Matt, Matt



I'll withdraw my vote for Stupid Festival given Jim's excellent critique. Thank you Jim for clearing
the water. I'm fine with whatever name we come up with. Hot Damn Festival sounds good to me.

Olchar Lindsann

10:06 AM (14 hours ago)
to Warren, me, Brian, Ralph, Tomislav, Matt, Matt
Here's an idea to cut through hours of discussion and/or email, let me know what you all think:
we each contribute a list of ideas, get together for a naming ceremony/party, go through and
remove any ideas/parts of ideas that anybody doesn't like, dumb everything that we can all live
with into a hat, and leave the rest to chance.--?

If this sounds good/fun, when would be a good time to get together? Maybe Anti-Lounge at
Tom's tomorrow, or is that too soon? I'm not too mlitant about what we choose, but I really want
to get an update out to the out-of-towners, they want to feel that planning's moving forward and I
don't feel like I can answer without even having a name yet... sorry to rush...

Warren Fry

11:14 AM (13 hours ago)
to Olchar, me, Brian, Ralph, Tomislav, Matt, Matt
Sounds like a good plan. I could do it tomorrow at anti-lounge or we could do another time.

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

1:18 PM (11 hours ago)
to Warren, Olchar, Brian, Ralph, Tomislav, Matt, Matt
i can do tomorrow at the anti-lounge.

||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||
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contemporary poets — will do to help the reader now that each poem, or the poems of a given
sequence or book are sui generis, i.e. no longer conform to traditional, recognizable “modes,”
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formal aspects in the process of being composed, i.e. they are processual (rather than
procedural) and need in order to be user-friendly this kind of processual handle.
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occupational debutante startled, goose
everyday Falkland bladder blonde never
short circuit really gall impala Torque
nemesis latched preface fabulous Inc
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reaso also ga. creating
educate to change want.
lost reaso it paints
not to opportunity or
do we? also incidents
for their small businesses
mind, if we choose the
question. ga safety
launching moonlight on
Vermont, fast and bulbs.

said face reaso also ga. creating
dawn clerk educate to change want.
peeke what lost reaso it paints
knife next not to opportunity or
alfalfa tarnish do we? also incidents
robbers eating for their small businesses
guzzle tooth mind, if we choose the
bentonite clay question. ga safety
glop soil atomic launching moonlight on
metabolize manager Vermont, fast and bulbs.

x-ray target circle said face reaso also ga. creating
distractors preattentive dawn clerk educate to change want.
low-level prefocused peeke what lost reaso it paints



milliseconds role knife next not to opportunity or
undulating antennae alfalfa tarnish do we? also incidents
birds nests psychophysics robbers eating for their small spotted
businesses "one look" fixed threshold
guzzle molecules, apparitions tooth mind, if we choose the
bentonite clay inexhaustible question. task ga safety
glop soil atomic agile launching moonlight on
metabolize manager Vermont, fast and anhedonic bulbs.

first tractor x-ray target
circle said face reaso
also ga. creating
zipped universe
metabolize
manager Vermont,
fast and anhedonic
bulbs bentonite clay inexhaustible
question. task ga safety businesses
"one look" fixed threshold
guzzle molecules, apparitions
tooth mind,
if
we choose
the distractors preattentive
explicitly autonomous dawn clerk educate pseudonym bodies to

change
want. low-level prefocused
multiple similarity peeke
what lost
reaso
it pants
paints punks glop
soil atomic agile launching
moonlight on milliseconds role knife
next not to opportunity
or undulating antennae
alfalfa tarnish
do
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Jim Leftwich

1 hr

The Truth About Asemic Writing
1. Real Asemic Writing ended in 1984, when Henri Michaux died.
2. We are still debating the authenticity of Neoist Asemia from the Spanish Art period.
3. Everything else is mere Neo-Asemia, influenced to varying degrees by the mysterious
"asemic attitude" as defined by Michaux in his 1972 travelogue, Miserable Miracle.
4. "don't fuck with history"

Like · Comment · Share

Hale Turhan, Donna Kuhn, Picasso Gaglione and 2 others like this.
Justin Kidd 5. If you are making the rules, I quit.
1 hr · Like
Picasso Gaglione HENRI MICHAUX........always liked him.
1 hr · Unlike · 1
Jim Leftwich rules?
1 hr · Like · 1
Picasso Gaglione so people just do not get it......
1 hr · Unlike · 1
Justin Kidd "don't fuck with history" sounds like a rule
1 hr · Like
Jim Leftwich in some contexts it might sound like a joke
1 hr · Like · 1
Billy Mavreas what's it called when photoshop is just plain bad ?
1 hr · Unlike · 1



Picasso Gaglione its called DADA.
1 hr · Like
Billy Mavreas again ?
1 hr · Like · 1
Justin Kidd Do what now?!
1 hr · Like · 1
Billy Mavreas DuhDuh
1 hr · Like · 1
Picasso Gaglione dodo.....
1 hr · Like · 2
Jim Leftwich HENRI MICHAUX invented DADA, invented or inverted, who knows, the history is
fucked
1 hr · Like · 1
Picasso Gaglione all you dudes are all right.....ans very cool.
1 hr · Like
Jim Leftwich fun
1 hr · Like · 1
Jim Leftwich dont fuck with fun -- that's a rule
1 hr · Like · 1
Billy Mavreas define cool
1 hr · Like · 1
Picasso Gaglione so true dear JIM.
1 hr · Like
Justin Kidd Not funny. I'm deaf.
1 hr · Like
Billy Mavreas LOOK WHAT I CAN DO WITH MY TABLET
1 hr · Like · 1
Justin Kidd Blind and deaf.
1 hr · Like · 1
Justin Kidd and mute
1 hr · Like · 1
Picasso Gaglione cool is not warm.....
1 hr · Like · 1
Justin Kidd Fire at will
1 hr · Like · 2
Billy Mavreas can you listen to my 4 hour sound piece ? please
1 hr · Like · 1
Picasso Gaglione OK.
1 hr · Like · 1
Billy Mavreas haha
1 hr · Like
Jim Leftwich is it asemic sound?
1 hr · Like · 2



Justin Kidd yes
1 hr · Like · 1
Billy Mavreas didn't see that one coming
1 hr · Like · 1
Justin Kidd Da
1 hr · Like · 1
Billy Mavreas la di
1 hr · Like · 1
Picasso Gaglione DA has a brother called da.
1 hr · Unlike · 1
Justin Kidd ok
1 hr · Like · 1
Billy Mavreas K.O.
1 hr · Like
Billy Mavreas and curtains
1 hr · Like · 1
Picasso Gaglione we are all getting silly now...
1 hr · Like · 1
Picasso Gaglione to much LSD.
1 hr · Like
Picasso Gaglione dodo is a cousin of dada.
1 hr · Like
Marco Giovenale https://youtu.be/7v2GDbEmjGE
The Police - De Do Do Do, De Da Da Da
Music video by The Police performing De Do Do Do De Da Da Da. (C) 1980 A&M Records Ltd.
YOUTUBE.COM
1 hr · Like · 1 · Remove Preview
Justin Kidd
1 hr · Like · 1
Picasso Gaglione see what you started JIM.....
1 hr · Unlike · 3
Jim Leftwich everything's been out of control forever... that's why we love it so much
1 hr · Like · 5
Picasso Gaglione of course dear JIM....that is why we love all of use.....
1 hr · Unlike · 1
Justin Kidd ain't that the truth
1 hr · Unlike · 2
Picasso Gaglione indeed dear JUSTIN.....
1 hr · Like
Marco Giovenale am just dancing de do do do with my daughter (6months old) right NOW... so
much dadafun
1 hr · Unlike · 2
Justin Kidd I  all y'all



1 hr · Unlike · 3
Picasso Gaglione me2.
1 hr · Unlike · 1
Justin Kidd Hold your Horses.
1 hr · Like · 1
Justin Kidd https://youtu.be/DrpsvXwU6SY
Of Monsters and Men- My Head is an Animal Full Album
Support the official release by purchasing the album....
YOUTUBE.COM
1 hr · Like · 2 · Remove Preview
Marco Giovenale
1 hr · Like · 1
Billy Mavreas unfollow post
1 hr · Like · 2
Nico Vassilakis Love those numbered manifestos
1 hr · Unlike · 3
Justin Kidd 5. I quit.
58 mins · Like · 1
De Villo Sloan Start your career today. Martha Stuart School of Asemic Wallpaper. For more info
send CA$H
57 mins · Unlike · 4
Jim Leftwich Asemic Careers, everybody should have one
55 mins · Like · 2
Picasso Gaglione ok...i quit also.....love you kids.
54 mins · Unlike · 3
Picasso Gaglione JIM....start another one tomorrow....you are good at this stuff.
52 mins · Unlike · 3
Jim Leftwich maybe tomorrow we can talk about who invented Spanish Art, and when it ended...
51 mins · Like · 2
Justin Kidd
45 mins · Like · 1
Jim Leftwich http://www.thing.de/projekte/7:9%23/Links.html#spanish art
Links of Related Interest
THING.DE
37 mins · Like · Remove Preview
Wilheim Katastrof Learn asemia as your second language today, SEND CA$H NOW!!
22 mins · Unlike · 1
Jim Leftwich Asemic Writing, it's a groove sensation.. also a total assault on culture... tell
everyone who needs to know
20 mins · Like · 2
Hale Turhan yes!
13 mins · Unlike · 1
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in O-goose, sir, whom
during prod-mass
lassa he,
science, college pop visa
maps of sour bird
brain anyone else
the ultimate twentieth century
(it was a
triple enthused flexible
masterpiece), a
beautiful shoe

training the skies between
pertains flowers in O-goose, sir, whom
certificate of individual climate during prod-mass
units by emergency fire lassa he,
line of two-internal science, college pop visa
accident tool qualms maps of sour bird
civil disasters deployed brain anyone else
surface absorbing the ultimate twentieth century
(it was a slacken phase warming
triple enthused flexible winds pollution
masterpiece), a threat of ominous,
beautiful unprecedented shoe

safeguarding training the skies between
pertains vulnerable flowers in
O-goose, sir,
whom summer
certificate
of individual
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Bob Grumman ((2 February 1941 – 2 April 2015)
A third variety of pluraesthetic poetry that lends itself to minimalism is sound poetry, or poetry
that makes significantly more expressive use of sound than conventional poetry, despite the
latter's great dependence on such sound effects as rhythm and rhyme. It was John M. Bennett
who introduced me to this form of poetry with a text made up of nothing but the phrases, "the



shirt," and "the sheet," repeated over and over--and over and over and over and over.
Monotonous? Well, as orally presented by Bennett, it did seem that at first to me. A shirt? Okay.
A sheet? Okay, what else? A shirt? A sheet? Bennett seemed to promise a poem, and begin a
scene, then renege on his promise.
After some initial irritation, I began to like "The Shirt, the Sheet," however, for it soon became
evident that Bennett was using the sh**t-form of his two main words primarily as a kind of
wind-instrument to do interesting things to vowels with. And so his chant blurred down to
timbres, temperatures, sizes, colors--at one point doing nothing but hiss. His sh**t-form had
become a conduit--a chute, if you will--into the elemental myriad-shaped animality that lurks
beneath all language (and which is a cardinal destination of Bennett's poetry as a whole).
Then Bennett's words began gradually, hypnotically, to reassert themselves as words--but now
wobbling out of themselves into other words: "dessert, deceit," for instance, and "berserk."
Bennett was repeating his original text into seldom attended extra resonances. Of course, such
a swirl of semi-arbitrary associations aren't enough to hold one for long. But more was there for
me. The shirt and the sheet started feeling like antitheses--natural symbols, at length, of . . . Life
and Death.
More exactly, I associated the shirt with waking activities, activities one gets dressed for: work,
principally; the sheet, of course, represented sleep, both the ordinary kind, and the kind that
winding sheets are part of. (Note well, incidentally, the similarity of the way the words for work
and sleep sound to "shirt" and "sheet.") So: Bennett was using his four words to portray, in black
and white, wail and song, semantics and growling, the whole great round of work, sleep, work,
sleep that our existence is. How could a poem do more?
http://www.thing.net/~grist/l&d/grumman/egrumn.htm
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searche of chang domain 11
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expectations. built like
a purist threshold. given
to pure ghost. we are all
snails in the embers.
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TEXTIMAGEPOEM

SATURDAY, MARCH 24, 2007

cards, stencils & decompositions

— notes from emails

|||||||||||||||

i haven't made any effort to associate these particular works with deconstruction.

i started making the cards two years ago, while i was still in charlottesville. i've posted a lot of
them at textimagepoem. the decompositions are a more recent development, but many of them
are also at the blog.



among the precursors i recognize as influences in my decision to take the letter as the primary
unit of composition are the futurists (both russian and italian), the dadaists (schwitters, ball, and
tzara), and the kabbalist abulafia. even if we omit abulafia we have to acknowledge this practice
in poetry as preceding deconstruction by 50 years or more. the two practices aren't attempting
to do the same things. they aren't asking the same questions or attempting to solve the same
problems.

|||||||||||||||

i don't think of the decompositions as a negation of composition. i think of them as destabilized,
or perhaps deteriorated compositions - or, maybe, as damaged compositions. but not as
negations of composition.

|||||||||||||||

a lot of what i have made over the past couple of years
the decompositions, for example
the cards in general
has been a kind of meditative silence
not meant to be arty or poetic
but a reduction of the poem
through the syllable to the letter
and then to the arbitrary arrangement of letters on a stencil
a kind of defiant silence in the face of all this overwhelming shit
sort of like cage's
i have nothing to say and i am saying it

||||||||||||||

an alchemy designed to quiet the mind
and facilitate a specific flow or aggregate
of thoughts

from a very strong sense of having been
defeated, defeated at the base of the psyche

taking that as a starting point for a kind of
defiant productivity, serial variations on the
facticity of being here and now, not so much
empty as directionless, point blank

these cards don't require exegesis, but they do
invite a certain kind of thinking



||||||||||||||

“a semiotic poem is a visual poem which can make use of non-letteral means of
communication.”

the idea here of the semiotic poem is very familiar, though i don't think i'd seen the term before.
my dilemma in investigating the asemic has been to locate the unreadable, in whatever form,
and to attempt a fresh beginning from there. i haven't been able to locate the unreadable
anywhere. one of the things i've been exploring is the stencil. most poetry is composed using
the syllable as the primary unit of composition. a lot of so- called experimental writing is
composed using the letter as the primary unit. using stencils is an extreme reductionist strategy
for presenting the letter in opposition to itself. these shapes are letters. we are conditioned to
read them. but the process of reading is thwarted by the arbitrary, conventional construct of the
stencil. my decomposition series came out of this kind of thinking.

|||||||||||||||

some ballpark stuff
(to draw a wobbly line around an approximate context)

Jonathan Culler - "The sign is the union of a form which signifies, which Saussure calls the
signifiant (signifier), and an idea signified, the signifié (signified). Though we may speak of
signifier and signified as if they were separate entities, they exist only as components of the
sign."

Jonathan Culler - "Semiotics is based on the assumption that insofar as human actions or
repoductions convey meaning, insofar as they function as signs, there must be an underlying
system of conventions and distinctions which makes this meaning possible. Where there are
signs there is system. This is what various signifying activities have in common, and if one is to
determine their essential nature, one must treat them not in isolation but as examples of
semiotic systems. In this way, aspects that are often hidden or neglected will become apparent,
especially when nonlinguistic signifying practices are considered as ‘languages’."

Jonathan Culler - "The most interesting semiotic objects are those which insistently intimate
their relation to sign systems but are hard to place and resist easy interpretation. They don’t
quite fit the system’s categories; they seem to escape it, to violate what one takes to be its rules.
But since we are governed by the semiological imperative, Try to make sense of things, we
struggle with the refractory or evasive object, straining and extending our notions of
significance, modifying and extrapolating from the rules of our system, or bringing two codes
into juxtaposition to set off an interpretative interplay."



James Elkins - "Art history lacks a persuasive account of the nature of graphic marks, and that
limits what can be said about pictures. If a sign, as Charles Sanders Pierce said, is ‘something
which stands to somebody for something in some respect or capacity’ — a formula as vague as
it is compact — then every mark in a picture is also a sign: every brushstroke, pencil line,
smudge, and erasue must function as a sign and have meaning."

James Elkins - "Marks exfoliate by drawing attention to their boundaries so that the boundaries
become outlines in their own right; when that happens the boundaries themselves can be
perceived as marks, turning both the original mark and the original surface into surfaces."

James Elkins
"In the end there is no such thing as a mark — there are only surfaces.
…
The act of making a mark also turns the surface into a mark, so that it is perceived not as an
infinite or undifferentiated surface, but as a region with definite boundaries, and therefore
ultimately a mark.
…
In effect, markmaking turns surfaces into marks."

James Elkins - "Graphic traces are unruly, as ‘subsemiotic’ elements might be expected to be,
but they are unruly in a different way from written marks, and their instability does not fade when
they combine into larger units."

James Elkins - "The ontological instability of the mark is a double and conflicting condition. On
the one hand, each mark exfoliates into fields and endlessly generates new marks out of its
edges; on the other hand, each mark coalesces its surrounding surface into fields and finally
into other marks, so that the surface is fugitive and hardens everywhere into a landscape of
marks. Unlike written signs, drawn and painted marks are insecurely linked to their grounds, and
the same is true at the level of the figure — a fact that has to be suspended in order to get on
with art-historical interpretations that treat figures as if they were signs detachable from their
grounds."

|||||||||||||||

poem as sequence, series and/or aggregate of signs, a specific kind of system of signs.

for my purposes, the stencil facilitates a specific kind of foregrounding of the visuality of the
letters.

decomposition as i use the term is meant to refer to a specific type of composition, one in which
the structural deterioration of its primary units is emphasized.



composition is a conventional title for works of art. my use of decomposition derives from that
usage.

the cards, stencils, and decompositions are a kind of narrative, in the sense of being an ongoing
discourse concerning some of the choices one might attend to while writing poetry.

|||||||||||||||
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De Villo Sloan  Jim Leftwich
18 hrs ·
https://minxuslynxus2.wordpress.com/…/minxus-mail-bag-new-…/



MinXus Mail Bag: New Asemic Writing by Jim Leftwich & the Aldous Huxley Correspondence
School...
Mail art by Jim Leftwich (Roanoke, Virginia, USA) We are thrilled to be able to share with you
asemic writing on a set of six cards sent to us by Jim Leftwich....
MINXUSLYNXUS2.WORDPRESS.COM
Unlike · Comment · Share

You, John M. Bennett, De Villo Sloan, Wilheim Katastrof and 6 others like this.
Jim Leftwich thanks, De Villo -- celebrating 185 years of Frenetic Romanticism!
11 hrs · Like · 2
Jim Leftwich from Frenetic Romanticism to The Total Assault on Culture...
9 hrs · Like · 2
De Villo Sloan I went back and reconsidered my use of "frantic." I'm doing stuff w/ Romantic
poetry right now so it was going to find its way into something. Maybe a stretch.
9 hrs · Like
Jim Leftwich no, not a stretch. i agree with you wholeheartedly.
9 hrs · Like · 2
De Villo Sloan Really? That's great. I didn't do a lot of commentary, but I considered everything I
wrote very carefully given recent conversations (where I think you know more about it than I do).
So glad it works.
9 hrs · Unlike · 1
Jim Leftwich asemic writing, as i imagined it circa 1998, was definitely coming out of a
Romanticist tradition, though it would be another 10 years before i found out the specifics of the
earlier aspects of that tradition (Bouzingo, Club des Hashischins - substituting mushrooms for
hash). do you know Tim Gaze? if you don't, you should. he published a small book of my first
improvised calligraphies. i had sent them to John Bennett and he had called them "spirit
writings". that's the name Tim and i used for the book. i don't know if it's still possible to get
copies or not.
9 hrs · Like
Jim Leftwich and while i'm at it, i really do think that the tradition of Frenetic Romanticism leads
to, among other things, Fuck You, A Magazine of the Arts, and its description (originally from
Burroughs) of itself as a total assault on the culture.
9 hrs · Like · 1
Jim Leftwich Olchar E. Lindsann
9 hrs · Like · 1
De Villo Sloan You got me looking at Olchar some time back. Ya know, Jim, I have also been
meditating on the strong Romantic strain in "The New American Poetry" - from Sanders (he was
in 2nd edition if not first0 to Lew Welch, for instance. One of the big splits w/Langpo was their
disgust for Romanticism & it's with the Conceptualists as well. Langpo coudn't abide by anything
Romantic. And - it's all so complicated to explain in this context - but as you are pointing out
here, you really can't throw out Romanticism & its impact on Modernism & Pomo.
8 hrs · Unlike · 1



Jim Leftwich Fluxus and Neoism belong to the Romanticist tradition.
8 hrs · Like · 1
Jim Leftwich i just finished reading Barry Miles' biography of Ginsberg. he covered a huge
territory, and all of it belongs to the Romanticist tradition.
8 hrs · Like · 1
Jim Leftwich this is a vast subject, but The New American Poetry connects with romanticism all
over the place. fleshing that out would require a book in itself. for the moment, i'm thinking of
Daniel Kane's All Poets Welcome.
8 hrs · Like
Jim Leftwich that's it for now. back late tonight.
8 hrs · Like
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Tom Malleson
The fundamental problem is that we’re simply producing and consuming far too much for the
environment to bear. For example, since 1990, the average American has spent in real terms 20
percent more on cars, 80 percent more on clothes, 300 percent more on furniture and
household goods.
Every single day businesses extract the equivalent in weight of 112 Empire State Buildings from
the earth—and that’s growing every year. That’s 50 percent more than it was only 30 years ago.
So the bottom line is that we need to start producing and consuming less.

Noam Chomsky
There’s a well-known professional services group at PricewaterhouseCoopers who have just
released their annual study of the priorities of CEOs. At the top of the list is over-regulation. The
report says that climate change did not make it into the top nineteen. Again, the CEOs are
doubtless not stupid individuals. Presumably they run their businesses intelligently. But the
institutional stupidity is colossal, literally life-threatening for the species.

Noam Chomsky
On the issue of the concentration of private power, there’s also basically a problem of
democratisation. A corporation is a tyranny. It’s the purest example of a tyranny you can
imagine: power resides at the top, orders are sent down stage by stage, and at the very bottom,
you have the option of purchasing what it produces. The population, the so-called stakeholders
in the community, have almost no role in deciding what this entity does. And these entities have
been granted extraordinary powers and rights, way beyond those of the individual. But none of it
is graven in stone. None of it lies in economic theory. This situation is the result of, basically,
class struggle, carried out by highly class-conscious business classes over a long period, which
have now established their effective domination over society in various forms. But it doesn’t
have to exist, it can change. Again, that’s a matter of democratising the institutions of social,
political, and economic life. Easy to say, hard to do, but I think essential.
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our stained linoleumism
burnt steak
cannot protect
the shroud-to-be. we
should be in no such
meat, nearly or late,
nor read a peach, or
eat its own hat, that
should happen
only in the text, in
the cannery of the
ho ho ho green giant,
at night in front of
The Inflation of The Abolished.

ACTS, John Crouse & Jim Leftwich

ACT EIGHT THOUSAND TWO HUNDRED FIFTY NINE

ear distance heart: "doorbells tethers cocaine"
hearing consists fullness: "horns profanely bully"
earwax of those: "skillet fornicate poems"
poems serious severely: "earwigs healing beer"
communicate such ringing: "distance constructs doves"
skillet in daily: "serious munch spin"
fully blow earmuffs: "bloat forklift thin"
profoundly for interventions: "bash hat bean"
horns then symptoms: "said chicken sample"



cochlea as simple: "symptoms ventilated muffins"
tethers that clicking: "daily wrangling several"
doorbells being said: "rose fuller heat."

ACT EIGHT THOUSAND TWO HUNDRED SIXTY

you to feel: "you foam thought"
talking to members: "hash among inch"
to have arguments: "batch limits speed"
need to have: "tooth walking youth"
limits or hampers: "two new halve"
watch out for: "tool nor pout"
in all parts: "bald steeple shit"
among people who: "toon gritting dust"
has it been: "rallies tall bean"
thought to be: "bent whole parse"
from getting all: "forklift campers shave"
you must realize: "augments numbing feet."

ACT EIGHT THOUSAND TWO HUNDRED SIXTY ONE

answer in from: "wash above snore"
manage ties to: "bend wigs combing"
emotionally from within: "shroud fiction tooth"
to reach deep: "oceans manage dancer"
simplification to suggest: "inch tides foam"
could never tell: "beach tool fever"
coming from different: "foaming the toad"
begs the question: "some sour ways"
tended to prevail: "thirst pauses elves"
or something else: "nail quest ferret"
love our pauses: "bell to sleep"
was always first: "form to roam."



ACT EIGHT THOUSAND TWO HUNDRED SIXTY TWO

circumstances up along: "almost rivers bleed"
pick enough present: "frown and curse"
optional is having: "red tweezers meme"
remembering what rain: "tonal pack stances"
freezer compartment but: "cup enough hiss"
tired of writing: "hat apartment glove"
because it will: "shit hop sugar"
and stop worrying: "two toot many"
brown sugar down: "elves bean practice"
need to practice: "dawn scurrying wilt"
drive to be: "writing hut brain"
almost anything else: "shaving present tongue."
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Abolished our stained linoleumism
The burnt steak
of cannot protect
Inflation the shroud-to-be. we
The should be in no such
of meat, nearly or late,
front nor read a peach, or
in eat its own hat, that
night should happen
at only in the text, in
the cannery of the
ho ho ho green giant,



linoleumism Abolished our stained
steak The burnt
protect of cannot
we Inflation the shroud-to-be.
such The should be in no
late, of meat, nearly or
or front nor read a peach,
that in eat its own hat,
happen night should
in at only in the text,
the the cannery of
giant, ho ho ho green

green linoleumism Abolished our stained
should ho ho ho steak The burnt
night protect giant, of cannot
cannery of we Inflation the shroud-to-be.
happen such The the the should be in no
text, late, of meat, nearly or
only in the or front nor read a peach,
in at that in eat its own hat,

green linoleumism eat its own hat, Abolished our stained
should eat its own hat, ho ho ho steak The burnt
night protect eat its own hat, giant, of cannot
cannery eat its own hat, of we Inflation the shroud-to-be.
happen such eat its own hat, The the the should be in no
text, eat its own hat, late, of meat, nearly or
only in eat its own hat, the or front nor read a peach,
in eat its own hat, at that in eat its own hat,



green linoleumism nor read a peach, Abolished our stained
should nor read a peach, ho ho ho steak The burnt
night protect nor read a peach, giant, of cannot
cannery nor read a peach, of we Inflation the shroud-to-be.
happen such nor read a peach, The the the should be in no
text, nor read a peach, late, of meat, nearly or
only in nor read a peach, the or front nor read a peach,
in nor read a peach, at that in eat its own hat,

green linoleumism of meat, nearly or Abolished our stained
should of meat, nearly or ho ho ho steak The burnt
night protect of meat, nearly or giant, of cannot
cannery of meat, nearly or of we Inflation the shroud-to-be.
happen such of meat, nearly or The the the should be in no
text, of meat, nearly or late, of meat, nearly or
only in of meat, nearly or the or front nor read a peach,
in of meat, nearly or at that in eat its own hat,

green linoleumism should be in no Abolished our stained
should should be in no ho ho ho steak The burnt
night protect should be in no giant, of cannot
cannery should be in no of we Inflation the shroud-to-be.
happen such should be in no The the the should be in no
text, should be in no late, of meat, nearly or
only in should be in no the or front nor read a peach,
in should be in no at that in eat its own hat,

green linoleumism the shroud-to-be Abolished our stained
should the shroud-to-be ho ho ho steak The burnt



night protect the shroud-to-be giant, of cannot
cannery the shroud-to-be of we Inflation the shroud-to-be.
happen such the shroud-to-be The the the should be in no
text, the shroud-to-be late, of meat, nearly or
only in the shroud-to-be the or front nor read a peach,
in the shroud-to-be at that in eat its own hat,

green linoleumism giant, of cannot Abolished our stained
should giant, of cannot ho ho ho steak The burnt
night protect giant, of cannot giant, of cannot
cannery giant, of cannot of we Inflation the shroud-to-be.
happen such giant, of cannot The the the should be in no
text, giant, of cannot late, of meat, nearly or
only in giant, of cannot the or front nor read a peach,
in giant, of cannot at that in eat its own hat,

green linoleumism steak The burnt Abolished our stained
should steak The burnt ho ho ho steak The burnt
night protect steak The burnt giant, of cannot
cannery steak The burnt of we Inflation the shroud-to-be.
happen such steak The burnt The the the should be in no
text, steak The burnt late, of meat, nearly or
only in steak The burnt the or front nor read a peach,
in steak The burnt at that in eat its own hat,

green linoleumism Abolished our stained Abolished our stained
should Abolished our stained ho ho ho steak The burnt
night protect Abolished our stained giant, of cannot
cannery Abolished our stained of we Inflation the shroud-to-be.
happen such Abolished our stained The the the should be in no
text, Abolished our stained late, of meat, nearly or



only in Abolished our stained the or front nor read a peach,
in Abolished our stained at that in eat its own hat,
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